There are many signal techniques that can be used to perform data acquisition, analysis or processing more efficiently and accurately than can be done by most random signal processors.
I. INTRODUCTION A. Dimensionality Reduction
Myriad applications in data analysis and processingV from deconvolution to data mining and from compression to compressive sensingVinvolve a linear projection of data points into a lower-dimensional space via
In this dimensionality reduction, the signal x 2 R N and the measurements y 2 R M with M G N; È is an M Â N matrix; and n accounts for any noise incurred.
Such a projection process loses signal information in general, since È has a nontrivial null space N ðÈÞ whenever M G N. For any fixed signal x, then Èx ¼ Èðx þ zÞ for any z 2 N ðÈÞ. Hence there has been significant interest over the last few decades in finding dimensionality reductions that preserve as much information as possible in the measurements y about certain signals x. In this paper, we consider the application of È not to arbitrary signals x 2 R N but rather to some subset of R N , which we will call a low-dimensional signal model or a model for short. For signals from a model, we are concerned with ensuring that È is information preserving, by which we mean that È provides a stable embedding that approximately preserves distances between all pairs of signals in the model. Such projections certainly seem useful. For instance, in some cases, we should be able to recover x from its measurements y; in others, we should be able to process the much smaller y to effect processing on the much larger x in order to beat the curse of dimensionality.
Consider a very simple low-dimensional signal model: a K-dimensional linear subspace spanned by K of the canonical basis vectors in R N , where we assume K G M G N. Signals conforming to this model have K nonzero and ðN À KÞ zero coefficients, with the locations of the nonzero coefficients (called the support of x) determined by the subspace. In this case, we can write Èx ¼ È K x K , where x K consists of the K coefficients in the support of x and È K consists of the corresponding columns of È. Two key properties follow immediately. First, È K is an M Â K matrix, and so as long as its K columns are linearly independent, its nullspace contains only the zero-vector. Secondly, È K can be designed to preserve distances between any two signals in the subspace (and thus be a perfectly stable embedding) merely by making those same columns orthonormal.
B. Low-Dimensional Models
The problem with applying the above classical linear algebra theory is that in many applications, such a simple linear subspace model does not apply. Nonetheless, there are a handful of alternative low-dimensional models appropriate for wide varieties of real-world signals. In this paper, we will focus on the following salient examples.
To begin, sparse signal models generalize the linear subspace model by again considering signals x containing just K G N nonzero coefficients but allowing the locations of those nonzeros to be arbitrary. Moreover, sparse signal models generally allow us to consider arbitrary bases; that is, letting É be an orthonormal basis for R N represented as a unitary N Â N matrix, we have x ¼ É, where has just K nonzeros. Geometrically, the set of K-sparse signals in the basis É consists of the union of all possible K-dimensional subspaces in R N spanned by K basis vectors from É. This is a highly nonlinear set [see Fig. 1(a) ].
Many transform-based data-compression and dataprocessing algorithms rely on sparse models, computing the transform coefficients ¼ É T x in order to exactly or approximately Bcompact[ the signal energy into just K coefficients. Sparse signal models are appropriate in the time domain for modeling intermittent spike trains, in the frequency domain for modeling wide-band signals composed of just a few arbitrary sinusoids, and in the wavelet domain for modeling piecewise smooth signals with intermittent discontinuities. An important extension to sparse models is compressible signal models in which signals x have coefficients ¼ É T x whose sorted magnitudes decay rapidly to zero with a power law. Such signals are well approximated as K-sparse. Images, for example, are frequently modeled as compressible in the two-dimensional wavelet basis.
As an additional layer of structure on top of these models, many advanced data-compression and Bayesian estimation algorithms involve modeling the deterministic structure or probabilistic correlations among the nonzero entries in a coefficient vector . For example, the locations of the nonzeros may tend to cluster in groups, or in wavelet-sparse signals, the nonzeros may concentrate along a connected tree. In cases such as these, the resulting structured sparsity models consist of a reduced union of subspaces in R N [see Fig. 1(b) ]. In statistics, pattern recognition, and learning theory, we frequently have access to only a finite number of signals. Point cloud models [see Fig. 1(c) ] are appropriate in settings such as these where a finiteVbut possibly largeVdatabase of signals will be considered but there is no additional structure (such as sparsity) assumed for the signals.
Finally, in problems such as object recognition, manifold signal models may arise when a family of signals M ¼ fx 2 R N : 2 Âg is smoothly parameterized by a K-dimensional parameter vector . Example parameterizations include: local signal parameters such as the orientation of an edge in a small image segment, or global parameters such as the position of a camera or microphone recording a scene or the relative placement of objects in a scene. Loosely speaking, the manifold M corresponds to a nonlinear K-dimensional surface in R N [see Fig. 1(d) ]. 1 Manifolds have also been proposed as approximate models for nonparametric signal classes such as images of handwritten digits [1] . In many cases, the manifold dimension for a signal family may be much lower than the sparsity level afforded by any basis É.
C. Paper Organization
The three main goals of this paper are the following: 1) To provide a unified treatment of the above lowdimensional, nonlinear signal models in both deterministic and random settings. As we will see, each model has a particular geometrical structure that enables information in R N to be stably preserved via a simple linear and nonadaptive projection to a much lower dimensional space R M . Moreover, M either is independent of the ambient dimension N at best or grows logarithmically with N at worst. 2) To point out a somewhat surprising misconception regarding low-dimensional random signal models. In particular, the oft-used generalized Gaussian and Laplacian random models are in fact not valid lowdimensional models in that they do not support a stable embedding as N grows. 3) To indicate some fruitful emerging research directions that are inspired by the geometric viewpoint.
The results of this paper should be useful to readers interested in understanding sparse signals models and, in particular, to those interested in how the concept of sparsity generalizes from deterministic to random models and from unions of subspaces to point clouds and manifolds. Though many interesting applications are enabled by low-dimensional stable embeddings, we focus primarily in this paper on the task of recovering a signal x from its compressive measurements y ¼ Èx þ n. For a given number of measurements M, this recovery is generally best accomplished by employing the lowest dimensional model for x that supports a stable embedding. This paper is organized as follows. After defining stable embeddings in Section II, we consider deterministic sparse models in Section III and random sparse models in Section IV. In Section V, we discuss structured sparse signals, including models for signal ensembles. We discuss how similar results hold for apparently quite different models in Section VI, where we consider point clouds and manifolds. We conclude with a discussion of future areas for research in Section VII.
II. DIMENSIONALITY REDUCTION AND STABLE EMBEDDING
In this paper, we will study several classes of lowdimensional models for which the dimensionality reduction process (1) is stable, meaning that we have not only the information preservation guarantee that Èx 1 6 ¼ Èx 2 holds for all signal pairs x 1 ; x 2 belonging to the model set but also the guarantee that if x 1 and x 2 are far apart in R N , then their respective projections Èx 1 and Èx 2 are also far apart in R M . This latter guarantee ensures robustness of the dimensionality reduction process to the noise n.
A requirement on the matrix È that combines both the information preservation and stability properties for a signal model is the so-called -stable embedding
which must hold for all x 1 ; x 2 in the model set. The interpretation is simple: a stable embedding approximately preserves the Euclidean distances between all points in a signal model. This concept is illustrated in Fig. 1 for the several models that we consider. Given a signal model, two central questions arise: i) how to find a stable M Â N embedding matrix È and ii) how large must M be? In general, these are very difficult questions that have been attacked for decades using different approaches for different kinds of models [2] - [7] . The models we consider in this paper are united by the relatively recently proved facts that their sparse geometrical structures can all be stably embedded with high probability by a random projection matrix È. To generate such a È, we draw realizations from an independent identically distributed (i.i.d.) sub-Gaussian probability distribution.
In this sense, randomized compressive measurements provide a universal mechanism for dimensionality reduction in which the operative signal model need not be known at the time of measurement. Indeed, a single randomly generated È can provide a stable embedding of an exponential number of candidate models simultaneously [8] , allowing for later signal recovery, discrimination, or classification [9] .
We begin our exposé by introducing deterministic sparse and compressible signal models.
III. DETERMINISTIC SPARSE MODELS

A. Sparse Deterministic Signals
A great many natural and man-made signals have an exact or approximate sparse representation in an orthonormal basis f i g; that is
as usual but only K ( N of the coefficients i are nonzero.
Stacking the f i g as columns into the N Â N matrix É, we can write x ¼ É and ¼ É T x, with a K-sparse vector. Following a standard convention, we define the ' 0 Bnorm[ kk 0 to be the number of nonzero entries of (though this is not technically a valid norm).
1) Geometrical Structure:
The set AE K ¼ AE K ðÉÞ of all K-sparse signals in the basis É corresponds to the union of all K-dimensional subspaces in R N spanned by all possible combinations of K basis vectors from É. This is the low-dimensional, highly nonconvex set depicted in Fig. 1(a) .
The best K-sparse approximation x K to a signal x in the basis É is obtained via projection onto AE K x K :¼ arg min
The corresponding coefficient vector K ¼ É T x K can be computed simply by thresholding the vector , that is, by setting to zero all except the K largest entries.
Despite the large number N K À Á of subspaces composing AE K , since each subspace has K-dimensions, the overall model set is amenable to a very low-dimensional embedding. For example, for an M Â N i.i.d. Gaussian È with M ! 2K, with probability one
2) Stable Embedding: For a stable embedding of the form (2), more than 2K measurements (but not many more) are required. It has been shown for a wide range of different random È and for any fixed É that the set AE K will have a stable embedding in the measurement space R M with high probability if M ¼ OðK logðN=KÞÞ [8] . Note that the dimensionality of the measurement space is linear in the sparsity K but only logarithmic in the ambient dimensionality N. This bodes well for many applications involving high-dimensional (large N) but sparse (small K) data.
3) Stable Recovery From Compressive Measurements:
Compressive sensing (CS) is a new field that fuses data acquisition and data compression into a single dimensionality reduction step of the form (1) [11]- [13] . In the CS literature, the stable embedding property (2) is known as the restricted isometry property (RIP) [11] of order 2K. 2 The centerpiece of CS is the fundamental result that a K-sparse signal x can be stably recovered from the measurements y ¼ Èx by searching for the sparsest signal b x that agrees with those measurements.
There are many forms of the CS recovery problem; we will sketch just one of them here. Assume that È is a stable embedding for 2K-sparse signals with G ffiffi ffi 2 p À 1 in (2), and assume that the measurements y are corrupted by noise n with knk 2 for some [recall (1)
is the solution to the following convex optimization problem:
Then it has been shown [14] that
for constants C 1 and C 2 . The recovery problem (5) is a noise-aware variation on the ' 1 -minimization procedure known as basis pursuit; similar recovery results have also been shown for iterative greedy recovery algorithms [15] - [17] . Bounds of this type are extremely encouraging for signal processing. From only M ¼ OðK logðN=KÞÞ measurements, it is possible to recover a K-sparse x with zero error if there is no noise and with bounded error C 2 if there is noise. In other words, despite the apparent ill-conditioning of the inverse problem, the noise is not dramatically amplified in the recovery process. Note that the optimization (5) searches not directly for the 0 that is sparsest (and hence has smallest ' 0 quasinorm) but rather for the 0 that has smallest ' 1 norm. It has been shown that this relaxation of the highly nonconvex ' 0 search into a convex ' 1 search does not affect the solution to (5) as long as È is a stable embedding.
Note also the use of the ' 1 norm on the right-hand side of (6) . Interestingly, it has been shown that replacing this ' 1 norm with the more intuitive ' 2 norm requires that M be increased from M ¼ OðK logðN=KÞÞ to M ¼ OðNÞ regardless of K [18] . However, it is possible to obtain an ' 2 -type bound for sparse signal recovery in the noise-free setting by changing from a deterministic formulation (where È satisfies the RIP) to a probabilistic one where x is fixed and È is randomized [18] , [19] . 2 The CS literature uses 2K rather than K to describe the order of the RIP because È acts as an approximate isometry on the difference signal x 1 À x 2 , which is 2K-sparse in general. To connect with our linear subspace example from Section I-A, a stable embedding of AE K implies that all sets of 2K columns from ÈÉ are nearly orthonormal.
B. Compressible Deterministic Signals
In practice, natural and man-made signals are not exactly sparse. Fortunately, in many cases, they can be closely approximated as sparse. One particularly useful model is the set of compressible signals whose coefficients in the basis É have a rapid power-law decay when sorted
where ðiÞ , i ¼ 1; 2; . . ., denote the coefficients of sorted from largest to smallest. For a given 2 R N , if we take the smallest R for which (7) is satisfied, then we say that lives in the weak ' p ball, w' p , of radius R, and we define kk w' p ¼ R.
1) Geometrical Structure: Like the set of K-sparse signals AE K , w' p compressible signal models are highly nonconvex. Fig. 2 depicts three w' p balls in R 2 for various values of p. (As demonstrated in the figure, for any N, the standard ' p ball in R N is strictly contained inside the w' p ball; for N ! 1, the fit is very tight, since kk p kk w' p kk p 0 for any p 0 > p [20] .) Moreover, the w' p balls are very close to AE K in the sense that any compressible signal x whose coefficients obey (7) can be closely approximated by its best K-sparse approximation [20] 
where q > p.
2) Stable Embedding: w' p balls occupy too much of R N to qualify as low-dimensional and support a stable embedding for compressible signals of the form (2). However, since the w' p balls live near AE K , near stable embeddings exist in the following sense. Given two compressible signals x 1 and x 2 from a w' p ball, then while their projections Èx 1 and Èx 2 will not satisfy (2), the projections of their respective best K-sparse approximations Èx 1;K and Èx 2;K will satisfy (2).
3) Stable Recovery From Compressive Measurements:
Returning to (6), then, we see that the ' 2 error incurred in recovering a compressible signal x from the noisy measurements y ¼ Èx þ n decays as K 1=2À1=p , which is the same rate as the best K-sparse approximation to x [21] .
IV. PROBABILISTIC SPARSE MODELS A. Bayesian Signal Recovery
In parallel with the methods of the previous section, a substantial literature has developed around probabilistic, Bayesian methods for recovering a signal x from its noisy measurements y ¼ Èx þ n from (1) [22] - [25] . Under the Bayesian framework, we assume that x is a realization of a random process X with joint probability distribution function (pdf) f ðxÞ, which we call the prior. The information about x that is carried in the measurements y is expressed using the conditional pdf f ðyjxÞ; when the noise n is i.i.d. Gaussian with mean zero and variance , then we can easily compute that f ðyjxÞ is also i.i.d. Gaussian with mean Èx and the same variance. To estimate x, we use Bayes' rule to form the posterior pdf f ðxjyÞ / f ðyjxÞf ðxÞ and then compute some kind of summary. Here, we are particularly interested in arg max x f ðxjyÞ, which yields the maximum a posteriori or MAP estimate of x given y.
Developing f ðxjyÞ for the i.i.d. Gaussian noise case, we can write the MAP optimization as
Different choices for the prior f ðxÞ reflecting different knowledge about the signal yield different optimizations. We are interested here in pdfs whose realizations have a stable embedding into a lower dimensional space. In these cases, we can hope to be able to recover accurate signal estimates from noisy compressive measurements.
B. Sparse Random Signals
To keep our notation simple, in this section, we take É to be the canonical basis; hence x ¼ . The simplest sparse signal prior is an i.i.d. two-state mixture model in which, independently with probability K=N, the signal coefficient x i is distributed according to a distribution f 1 ðxÞ and with probability 1ÀK=N the signal coefficient x i ¼ 0. The resulting prior pdf can be written as
where is the Dirac delta function. Realizations of this mixture model will be K-sparse on average, and hence all of the theory of Section III-A applies. Namely, on average, realizations of the model can be stably embedded into R M and then stably recovered as long as M ¼ OðK logðN=KÞÞ.
C. Compressible Random Signals
Of particular interest to the Bayesian community for dimensionality reduction problems has been the i.i.d. zeromean generalized Gaussian distribution (GGD) prior
where q is the order, is the shape parameter, and À is the gamma function. When q ¼ 1, this is known as the Laplacian distribution. The reason for the lure is that when (11) is substituted into the MAP equation (9), we stumble upon
with ¼ 2 Àq . For q ¼ 1 (Laplacian), this optimization is known widely as basis pursuit denoising (BPDN) [26] which is simply the scalarization of (5); a related formulation is known as the LASSO [27] . For q G 1, this corresponds to the nonconvex recovery algorithm of [28] . Thus, we see a potentially striking correspondence between deterministic and probabilistic sparse models.
Unfortunately, there is an important and heretofore apparently unrecognized bug in this argument, because realizations of the i.i.d. GGD are in general not compressible. Indeed, as we calculate in Appendix A, with high probability, a GGD realization with parameter q lives in the w' p ball with p ¼ q logðN=qÞ. Recall from (7) that we need p 1 for compressibility. Thus, no matter what GGD parameter q is specified, as the signal length N grows, eventually we will have p > 1 and will lose compressibility. Fig. 3(a) illustrates via a numerical simulation both the noncompressibility of the Laplacian and the fit of our analytical expression derived in Appendix A. In this loglog plot, sorted realizations of a Laplacian distribution need to decay with a slope faster than À1, which is clearly not the case.
What is going on here? There is nothing particularly wicked about the GGD prior, since clearly the resulting MAP recovery optimization coincides with classical signal recovery tools like BPDN and the LASSO. What is wrong is that while it appears natural to use a GGD prior for signal recovery, we have no assurance that we can actually recover a signal generated from that prior density. Hence the GGD puts us in a Bayesian Catch-22 [29] .
As an alternative to the GGD, we suggest the i.i.d. zeromean generalized Pareto distribution (GPD)
with order q and shape parameter . As we show analytically in Appendix B and numerically in Fig. 3(b) , realizations of the GPD do, in fact, live in w' p balls with p 1 and hence are compressible. The compressibility of this pdf can also be used to prove the compressibility of the Student's t-distribution [29] , which is widely employed in relevance vector machines [25] . Substituting the GPD prior into the MAP estimation formula (9), we obtain the nonconvex optimization
with ¼ 2ð1 þ qÞ. Using the inequality of the arithmetic and geometric means, we can relax the GPD penalty term to
which coincides with (12) with p ¼ 1 (BPDN) and
To summarize, a GPD prior both generates compressible signal realizations and supports stable recovery of those signals from compressive measurements via the same convex linear program (BP) employed for deterministic signals.
V. STRUCTURED SPARSE MODELS
The deterministic and probabilistic sparse and compressible signal models we have discussed above are powerful yet simplistic because they do not aim to capture any of the interdependencies or correlations between the various signal coefficients. In contrast, state-of-the-art compression algorithms for signal, image, video, and other data (which have dimensionality reduction at their heart) significantly improve over more naBve methods by codifying the interdependency structure among the signal coefficients. In this section, we will review related recent progress on structured sparsity models.
A. Deterministic Structured Sparsity
Recall from Section III that K-sparse signals live in AE K , the union of
But what if we know more about a signal than merely that it has K dominant coefficients? For example, what if we know that the significant coefficients of the signal occur in pairs? It is easy to see that this structure disqualifies many of the subspaces in AE K , since
, which significantly lowers the already low-dimensionality of the model [see Fig. 1(b) ]. As a result, we should expect to be able to reduce the size M of the dimensionality reduction matrix È from (1) while still preserving its information preservation and stable embedding properties. There are two broad classes of RUS models. First, in many applications, the significant coefficients cluster, meaning, loosely speaking, that the significant coefficients have adjacent indexes. A general model is the ðK; CÞ-sparse model, which constrains the K-sparse signal coefficients to be contained within at most C-clusters [32] . A specific instance of this model is block sparsity, which assumes prior knowledge of the locations and sizes of the clusters [33] - [36] . Clustered sparsity is a natural model for a variety of applications, including group sparse regression problems, DNA microarrays, MIMO channel equalization, source localization in sensor networks, and magnetoencephalography [10] , [32] - [40] . A related clustered model has been developed for wavelet transforms of piecewise smooth signal and image data, which in addition to their sparse primary structure have a strong secondary structure where the significant wavelet coefficients tend to cluster along the branches of the wavelet tree [41] - [45] .
Second, in many other applications, the coefficients are dispersed in that each significant coefficient must be separated from all others by some number Á of samples. Such a model has applications in neuroscience [46] . Still more general union-of-subspace models can also be learned from sampled data [47] .
2) Stable Embedding: Blumensath and Davies have quantified the number of measurements M necessary for a sub-Gaussian random matrix È to be a stable embedding in the sense of (2) for signals from a particular structured sparse model [30] . Applying their result to the above models, it can be shown that ðK; CÞ-sparse signals require M ¼ OðK þ C logðN=CÞÞ measurements; tree-sparse signals require M ¼ OðKÞ measurements; and dispersed signal models require M ¼ OðK logðN=K À ÁÞÞ measurements. All of these are significantly smaller than the M ¼ OðK logðN=KÞÞ required for the unstructured sparse signals of previous sections.
3) Stable Recovery From Compressive Measurements:
Signals from the structured sparse models described above can be recovered efficiently with provable performance guarantees using a variety of algorithms [33] , [35] , [36] , including model-aware iterative greedy algorithms that simply replace the best K-sparse approximation (4) in each iteration with a best K-model sparse approximation [33] . Algorithms that have been adapted to date include CoSaMP [16] and iterative thresholding [17] . Fig. 4 demonstrates the potential gains for the clustered tree model, for example. ) close to the restricted union of subspaces defined by the K-model sparse model. This concept can be made rigorous by defining a model-compressible signal as one that can be approximated by a K-model sparse signal with an approximation error that decays according to a power law as in (8) . The only difference is that now K stands for the best K-model sparse approximation.
2) Stable Embedding:
A key result of Section III-B was that when È is a stable embedding in the sense of (2) for sparse signals, then it is a near stable embedding for compressible signals. Unfortunately, this is not the case for model-compressible signals: when È is a stable embedding for model sparse signals, then it is not necessarily a near stable embedding for model-compressible signals. The reason is that the set of model-compressible signals live fairly close but not close enough to the set of model-sparse signals. A sufficient condition to guarantee that È is a nearstable embedding for model-compressible signals has been put forth in [33] ; the new condition is called the restricted amplification property (RAmP). Fortunately the RAmP is not much more restrictive than the usual stable embedding condition (RIP); for the three models described in Section V-A (tree, ðK; CÞ clustered, block sparse), the number of measurements M necessary for a sub-Gaussian random matrix È to have the RAmP is of the same order as the number necessary to have the RIP [33] .
3) Stable Recovery From Compressive Measurements:
Given a È that satisfies both the RIP and the RAmP, signals from one of the structured sparsity models discussed above can be recovered from their compressive measurements by the same algorithms described in Section V-A with a performance guarantee like that in (6) (up to a log constant that depends on N [33] ).
C. Probabilistic Structured Sparsity
Signal models that capture not just coefficient sparsity but also correlation structure have been widely developed and applied in Bayesian circles. Markov and hidden Markov models are ubiquitous in speech processing [48] , image processing [49] , and wavelet-domain processing [41] - [43] . However, these techniques have been applied only sparsely to dimensionality reduction and stable signal recovery, and few theoretical performance guarantees are available. We cite two examples. A variational Bayes recovery algorithm has been developed [50] for a treestructured, conjugate-exponential family sparse model for wavelet coefficients. The classical Ising Markov random field model capturing how the significant image pixels cluster together has been applied to background subtracted image recovery [51] .
D. Multisignal Sparse Models
Thus far, our attention has focused on the sparsity structure of a single signal. However, many applications involve a plurality of J signals x 1 ; . . . ; x J 2 R N . When the signal ensemble shares a common sparsity structure, then we can consider joint dimensionality reduction and stable recovery schemes that require fewer than OðJ Á K logðN=KÞÞ total measurements.
1) Geometrical Structure:
A number of sparsity models have been developed to capture the intra-and intersignal correlations among signals in an ensemble [10] , [34] , [52] - [59] . For the sake of brevity, we consider just one here: the joint sparsity model that we dub JSM-2 [10] , [34] . Under this model, the K locations of the significant coefficients are the same in each signal's coefficient vector j (there is no constraint on any of the coefficient values across the signals). Stacking the coefficient vectors as rows into a J Â N matrix, we obtain a matrix containing only K nonzero columns; vectorizing this matrix column-by-column into the super vector x, we obtain a special case of the block sparse signal model [33] , [60] from Section V-A. The geometrical structure of multisignal sparse models is thus closely related to that of single-signal structured sparse models.
2) Stable Embedding: An added wrinkle that distinguishes signal ensembles from individual signals is that many applications dictate that we apply a separate dimensionality reduction È j independently to each signal x j to obtain the measurements y j ¼ È j x j . Such a distributed approach to dimensionality reduction is natural for sensor network scenarios, where each signal x j is acquired by a different geographically dispersed sensor. For the JSM-2/ block sparse model discussed above, applying È j independently to each x j is equivalent to multiplying the supervector x by a block diagonal matrix È composed of the individual È j . In [10] , we call this process distributed compressive sensing (DCS) and show that È can be a very efficient stable embedding. By Befficient,[ we mean that for JSM-2 ensembles of K-sparse signals, È can be as small as JK Â JN, which means that only M j ¼ K measurements are needed per K-sparse signal. This is clearly best possible, since at least K measurements are needed per signal to characterize the values of their respective significant coefficients.
3) Stable Recovery From Compressive Measurements:
Various algorithms have been proposed to jointly recover the ensemble of signals fx j g from the collection of independent measurements fy j g, including convex relaxations [10] , [52] - [56] , [58] , [60] , [61] , greedy algorithms [10] , [34] , [62] , and statistical formulations [57] , [59] .
VI. OTHER LOW-DIMENSIONAL GEOMETRIC MODELS
In this section, we look beyond unions of subspaces and w' p balls to other low-dimensional geometric models that support similar stable embeddings.
A. Point Clouds
A low-dimensional (actually zero-dimensional) set of great importance in statistics, pattern recognition, and learning theory is a point cloud consisting of a finite number Q of points at arbitrary positions in R N . In the context of this paper, each point corresponds to one of the Q signals in the set.
1) Stable Embedding:
The classical Johnson-Lindenstrauss (JL) lemma [6] , [7] states that with high probability, a randomly generated M Â N matrix È with M ¼ O ðlogðQÞ À2 Þ yields an -stable embedding of the point cloud. An illustration is shown in Fig. 1(c) .
The implications of the JL lemma are numerous. For example, by storing only a set of compressive measurements of a database of signals, we can reduce both the memory storage requirements and the computational complexity of solving problems such as nearest neighbor search [63] . In addition, the JL lemma can be used to prove that certain random probability distributions generate È with the stable embedding property [8] .
B. Manifold Models
As discussed in the introduction, nonlinear Kdimensional manifold models arise when a family of signals M ¼ fx 2 R N : 2 Âg is smoothly parameterized by a K-dimensional parameter vector . Manifolds are also suitable as approximate models for certain nonparametric signal classes such as images of handwritten digits [1] .
1) Stable Embedding:
The theory of manifold embeddings in low-dimensional Euclidean space has a rich history. A proof of Whitney's embedding theorem [2] , for example, demonstrates that with probability one, a random linear projection È with M ¼ 2K þ 1 will ensure that Èx 1 6 ¼ Èx 2 for all x 1 ; x 2 2 M. (Note the parallel with Section III, in which the same can be guaranteed for all x 1 ; x 2 2 AE K if M ¼ 2K.) However, this projection carries no guarantee of stability. Nash [3] , in contrast, considered embeddings of generic manifolds not necessarily beginning in R N ; his objective was to preserve only intrinsic metric structure (geodesic distances).
Building on the JL lemma, we have shown [64] that with high probability, a randomly generated M Â N matrix È with M ¼ OðK logðCNÞ À2 Þ yields an -stable embedding of a K-dimensional manifold M. Note the strong parallel with all of the above models (M grows linearly in K and logarithmically in N), except that now K is the dimensionality of the manifold, not the signal sparsity. The constant C depends on factors such as the curvature and volume of the manifold; precise technical details are given in [64] . An illustration of this stable embedding is shown in Fig. 1(d) . As a corollary to this result, properties such as the dimension, topology, and geodesic distances along the manifold are also preserved exactly or approximately. Under slightly different assumptions on M, a number of similar embedding results involving random projections have been established [60] , [65] - [67] .
2) Stable Recovery From Compressive Measurements:
The stable embedding of manifold signal models tempts us to consider new kinds of signal recovery problems. For example, given y ¼ Èx þ n, suppose that the signal x belongs exactly or approximately to a manifold M & R N . By positing the manifold model for x (instead of a sparse model like AE K ), we can formulate a manifold-based CS recovery scheme. If we define x Ã to be the optimal Bnearest neighbor[ to x on M, that is
then we consider x to be well modeled by M if kx À x Ã k 2 is small. The hope is that such signals x can be recovered with high accuracy using an appropriate recovery scheme.
For example, we have shown that for any fixed x 2 R N , then with high probability over È, letting
yields the recovery error Precise technical details are given in [68] . Unfortunately, in contrast to the sparsity-based case, we cannot hope to solve a search such as (17) using a universal convex optimization; in practice, one may resort to iterative algorithms such as Newton's method [69] . Nonetheless, we are able to provide a guarantee (18) that is highly analogous to (6) and other guarantees from the CS literature [19] in which the recovery error scales with the distance from the signal to its model. For sparsity-based models, this distance is measured between x and x K ; for manifold models, it is measured between x and x Ã . Manifold-based CS also enjoys the same universality properties as sparsity-based CS, since the manifold M need not be known at the time of data acquisition. Consequently, we can also consider multiclass recognition problems [9] , in which the signal is compared to a number of possible candidate manifold models.
3) Multisignal Recovery Using Manifold Models: Extending the JSM/DCS framework of Section V-D, we can hypothesize a manifold model for the intersignal structure within a signal ensemble x 1 ; . . . ; x J . For example, each of the J signals x j might represent an image of a scene obtained from a different perspective. It follows that the signals x 1 ; . . . ; x J will live on a common (but unknown)
where K equals the number of degrees of freedom in the camera position. Supposing that all È j ¼ È for some M Â N matrix È, the measurement vectors y j ¼ Èx j will live along the image ÈM of M in the measurement space R M . From these points, it is possible to estimate the underlying parameterization of the data using manifold learning algorithms such as ISOMAP [70] and to develop a Bmanifold lifting[ recovery technique in which each x j is restored from R M back to R N while ensuring that the recovered signals live along a common, plausible manifold. See Fig. 5 and [71] for a promising proof of concept.
Alternatively, one can simply stack the signal ensemble x 1 ; . . . ; x J into a single supervector x 2 R JN . The resulting supervector still lives on a K-dimensional manifold M that we call the joint manifold [72] . Thus, with high probability, a randomly generated M Â JN matrix È with M ¼ OðK logðCJNÞÞ yields a stable embedding of M. This enables solutions to multisensor data-processing problems where the complexity grows only logarithmically in both the ambient dimensionality N and the number of sensors J.
VII. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION
We conclude our tour of low-dimensional signal models for dimensionality reduction with a summary and some perspectives for the future. As we have seen, there are large classes of diverse signal models that support stable dimensionality reduction and thus can be used to effect data acquisition, analysis, or processing more efficiently.
(Of course, we have also seen that certain random signal models that are commonly cited as producing lowdimensional compressible signalsVthe i.i.d. GGD and Laplacian distributionsVactually do not.) We expect that the diversity of the available models will inspire the development of new kinds of signal recovery algorithms that go beyond today's more agnostic sparsity-based approaches. In particular, we see significant promise in structured sparsity models (to leverage the decades of experience in data compression) and manifold models (to solve complex object recognition and other reasoning tasks). We also expect that new low-dimensional models will continue to be discovered, which will further broaden and deepen the impact of this rapidly developing field. h
APPENDIX A NONCOMPRESSIBILITY OF THE GENERALIZED GAUSSIAN DISTRIBUTION
In this section, we show that signal realizations x whose entries are generated according to the i.i.d. GGD distribution (11) , that is, x i $ GGDðx i ; q; Þ, are not compressible according to the definition in Section III-B.
Order Statistics: Let u i ¼ jx i j. From basic probability, the random variables (RVs) u i are also i.i.d. and have pdf u i $ f ðuÞ, where f ðuÞ ¼ GGDðu; q; Þ þ GGDðÀu; q; Þ. Denote the cumulative distribution function (cdf) of f ðuÞ by FðuÞ.
Arranging the u i in decreasing order of size u ð1Þ ! u ð2Þ ! . . . ! u ðNÞ (19) we call u ðiÞ the ith magnitude order statistic (OS) of x. Even though the RVs x i are independent, the RVs u ðiÞ are statistically dependent. Quantile Approximation to the OS: For relatively large sample sizes N, a well-known approximation to the expected OS of a RV is given by the quantile of its cdf [73] 
The variance of this approximation is quantified in [29] .
Bounds on FðuÞ: The cdf FðuÞ can be written as
where Àðs; zÞ ¼ R 1 z t sÀ1 e Àt dt is the incomplete Gamma function. It is possible to bound (21) by [74] 1 À e 
where ! maxf1; ½Àð1 þ 1=qÞ Àq g and 0 minf1; ½Àð1 þ 1=qÞ Àq g.
Bounds and Approximations of F À1 ðuÞ: Using (22), we can bound the inverse of the cdf FðuÞ as
Hence, F À1 ðuÞ ¼ Âð½À À1 logð1 À u q Þ 1=q Þ.
It is then straightforward to derive the following approximations:
Ri À1=p (24) where
The noncompressibility then follows from (20) .
APPENDIX B COMPRESSIBILITY OF THE GENERALIZED PARETO DISTRIBUTION
For the GPD (13), our analysis parallels that of Appendix A except with a more positive conclusion. The key departure is that the magnitude order statistics of the i.i.d. GPD RVs can be approximated as
where R ¼ qðN þ 1Þ 1=q ; p ¼ q: (27) Note that the GPD converges to the Laplacian distribution in the limit as q ! 1.
